Tilling the
Ground
1. ICE-BREAKERS
….Create a relationship with no strings attached!









Hi ….. How’s your afternoon? I am …(Try get their name first…build a relationship
by using their first name). The easiest way is to talk about ‘themselves’ focus on
‘them’! Not about you or your message! (show love)
What do you enjoy doing on the weekends? Any plans for the evening?
There’s a Kids Corner which is like a mini nursery, some posters to read…some
great Christian books as well if you enjoy reading! etc We hope you have a good
time. Do you like some drinks? (show service)
Do you have any questions, let me know! I can’t promise to know all your
answers, but I will do my best. (shows humility)
Also if you are not so much into reading but keen on listening to some spiritual
audio by yourself we have got some great audio messages at the back.
Will catch you soon. Again, let me know if I can help you in any way.

2. IN-ROADS
… Seek to open a spiritual door


Hey there again! Have you had the chance to look through some of the posters or
books?
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…Understand their mindsets…where are they on their spiritual journey (Musician)
(Painter)












Can you describe life in 6 words? (For Youth and follow up with “Life in 6 words”
video on tablet (5 min 6 sec).
Have you ever wondered about GOD? (For Adults and follow up with the “Have you
ever wondered about GOD” video- (1 min 23 sec).
Can I ask you -If you don’t mind- does the concept of GOD interest you or disinterest
you on a scale of 1- 5? Why do you think HE disinterests you?
Let me ask you, If GOD was real and true…would that change things?
What do you think of GOD? Or in your opinion how does one relate to GOD?
What do you imagine GOD is like- if he were real?
Does GOD seem personal to you?
Do you have a spiritual life?
Do you think we are spiritual beings?
Have you come to any conclusion on who Jesus Christ might be?
Miscellaneous
o Do you think GOD exists?
o Is GOD important to you? Why do you think he is not important?
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4. ILLUMINATE
…Reverse the burden of proof; and uncovers barriers! (Painter) (Archaeologist)
(i)








(ii)






Denies or Doubts GOD’s existence
I am curious to know so why do you think GOD may not exist or does not exist?
Do you think there is strong evidence that GOD does not exist? (Be prepared to
prove why you think GOD exists)
What if GOD does exist? Do you think there might be eternal consequences?
Would you be willing to open your heart to explore what might be the truth –
that there is a GOD who exists?
Do you think people deny GOD…because it’s a ‘control’ thing….they don’t want
to listen or be subject to someone above them? OR Do you think people deny
GOD because they cannot see HIM?
Why do you think we cannot see GOD?
Do you think we believe things that we cannot see? Like Cancer cells? Like UV
rays?
Defines GOD in a set belief
Can you clarify what you mean? So what does it mean to be a Buddhist?
Do you think that your GOD is personal, and has a plan for you and want to be
connected with you?
Do you know that he is the true living GOD? Are you 100% sure?
Do you think there is some barrier between us and GOD?
How is there reconciliation with GOD…or a connection made with GOD in your
belief?





(iii)










Do you think we overestimate our righteousness and underestimate GOD’s
holiness? (Depravity of man and the Holiness of GOD)
Has anyone ever explained to you the difference between Christianity and all
other religions? Do versus Done
Do you know why it is important for Christians that Jesus actually conquered
death?
“Now if Jesus Christ is the only person who has ever conquered death, shouldn’t
we listen to what he has to say?
Determines GOD in relative terms
Do you think if something is true it cannot be contradicted? For example if 2 + 3=
5 and so 2 + 4 cannot = 5 as well? It must be definite, certain and exclusive.
But do you think when it comes to religion …we make exceptions?
Do you think if you accept all beliefs—you actually accept nothing?
Do you think truth can be relative? There needs to be some definite and
immovable facts!
Did you know that Buddha claimed to point to the way, and Muhammad claimed
to be a prophet of God, but Jesus Christ is the only
major religious leader who claimed to be God, who lived a sinless life, fulfilled
prophecy, and then died on the cross and rose from the dead?
How do you think there can be many roads to Heaven? Do you think St George’s
Street will take you home- only if you live in the city-right?
If you knew someone was burning in a house and you could save their
life…would you help that person- even if that person does not want help.
Do you feel there are barriers of some type separating you from GOD?
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Seed
5. INTRODUCE
The Saviour ….. Plant the Seed! (Builder)










Do you understand the way to forgiveness and what it means?
Have you ever considered the fact that when Jesus died on the cross he said,
“Father forgive them for they know not what they are doing.” (Luke 23:34) What
kind of person do you think Jesus would have to be to say something like this?
Would you like to make a connection with GOD?
Can I take you to GOD’s word in the book of Romans and introduce you to the
Saviour?
Would you like me to pray you?
Would you like to have a point of contact for the future- that is if you have any
questions or just want to talk about Christ or the Church?
Would you like to know what Christ has to offer?
Memorize: Rom 3:23, Rom 6:23; Rom 5:8; John 3 v 16;

